1827), and hers reading: "Here I am!" (A. D. 1827).

2. Epitaph: (author not listed) There are concise inscriptions on

compiled by F. D. Baselt in 1986, sourced from various authors:

Little Pearls from the Books

arrived in the area with only ten dollars but went on to establish

Photo courtesy of Sharon H. (our April 2024 presenter on Germans

Navigate around the obstacle by researching the neighbors and

bakery sells the Schwarzwälder Kirschtorte or other German

Schrift), and if not, why not do some "research", if your local

Iveta B.

PS: I hope you had a chance to taste the Faschingskrapfen or

Thank you. Danke schön.

(Book, Thunder of the Steppe, p. 106)

"Morgen, morgen, nur net heide, sachen [sagen] alle faulen

This time the dialect used from the book Thunder of the

region was dubbed the Little Balkan, German surnames are still

companies recruited laborers from Europe. Historical woodcuts

One such emigrant was Johann Christian Ott, born in 1859 in

Stuttgart, he found work in the coal mines. Despite his

established by German immigrants, this restaurant, renowned

The German community

survived. Ensure you know the year and parish you're researching.

churches from as far as Bessarabia sent duplicates of their records

Europe. As the April session is dedicated to Germans from Russia,

This book is reserved exclusively for on-site use at the Midwest

In the January meeting, we mentioned that the April quarterly

session would be dedicated to 'Germans from Russia.' Join us

of Jewish Genealogy

attend the upcoming virtual presentation on the Fundamentals

display. Don't hesitate—come and enjoy your time at Midwest

Graveyard Preservation in Berks Co., PA, is seeking volunteers to

locate, restore, and preserve many private cemeteries, including

Additionally, the local chapter of AHSGR may bring their own

Seminar with the Genetic Genealogist Blaine Bettinger on March

1915, twenty-five percent of all American high school students

in other states, the teaching of German came to an abrupt end

Theo of Schoharie in 1710, and finally joined over 30 families who

Perhaps you attended the Midwest Genealogy Center Spring

newsletter will highlight the German Special Interest

German Special Interest Group Updates and More!
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